
It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 
Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 

Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

 

HASH TRASH 
 

 

 

GRAND MASTER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 RELIGIOUS ADVISER Why Not 0432 031 588 

HASH CASH Pounda 0432 031 588 HASH NERD Pounda 0432 031 588 

HARE RAISER B1 0426 138 783 HASH TRASH Pounda 0432 031 588 

HASH BOOZE 

HASH CATS PISS 

Chunda 
Structure Fucker 

0403 246 872 
0412 621 032 

SONG MASTER FIGJAM 0408 993 099 

HASH HABERDASH Tail 0415 753 583 HASH RECYCLER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 

HASH FLASH Raw Liver  HASH ELDER To & From  

 

Run 2396 

Hare – Chunda 
 

It was a beautiful April Monday night and they came out of the woodwork for what was expected to be 
another fantastic Chunda adventure. We had 26 Hasher’s this week, with everyone turning up as they 
know Chunda always puts on a good run. Or was it that they heard a rumor that Chunda had 
outsourced the Kai and dessert to be cooked by Beat-a-Root. 

At 6.30pm, everyone was sent out the front for Chunda to give the run instructions. It is on chalk and it 
is that way was all I could remember, and they were off. 

The Run 

I believe there were possibly six runners tonight, but I didn’t see who they were or which way they 
went. Wherever they went though they seemed to do it very quickly, because it wasn’t long before the 
Hash Horn could be heard around the corner and then all of a sudden the runners were back.  

The run was 3.47 km. 

The Walk 

The rest went off on a nice easy walk with a few walkers coming back even earlier. I have no idea 
where they went as I didn’t go on the walk due to my little argument with a yellow bollard the day 
before at bike Hash. Before long everyone was back safe and sound. 

The walk was 2.92 km. 

 

 

 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
mailto:brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com


The Circle 

The circle was called and the GM and RA did their best effort to mess with the Hash Scribe’s CDO and 
proceeded to run the circle like it was a bowling machine set on random. (I will try to unfuck it and put it 
back in some sort of order for you all to read). 

Pounda was called to give the run counts with no notable runs this week other than Bitta Relief coming 
of age with her 18th birthday, I mean run. 

We had four visitors this week – Corn Cob, Ground Sheet and Little Squirt, all from Halfway Hash and 
Nemo (son of Sex Change). 

We had five returnee’s this week – Heart Starter, Tail, Vampire, Pleasure Island, Strong As Shit and 
Sex Change. 

Chunda was summoned to the middle to be stoned to death for his sins. 

B1 was asked to give the run report – He said that not much happened and before he knew it they 
were back. He gave it a score of 1 out of 10. 

Bitta Relief was asked to give the walk report – It was a good walk other than they talked too much 
and lost the trail. She gave it a score of 10 out of 10. 

Pounda was asked to give the security report – He said it was a fantastic time, great company. He 
gave it a score of -11 out of 10. 

Total of 0 out of 30 

 

The circle was thrown open to Charges and Awards as below. 
 

 

Charges Awards 

Pounda – charged by Why Not for having an 
argument with a yellow bollard during bike 
Hash on Sunday. I will give the council kudos; 
they bolt those things down very well. 

Big Dick – Flower had this and gave it to Pounda 
for having an argument with a yellow bollard. 

Why Not – charged by Sex Change for leaving 
his farm on the Sunday after the AGPU and 
allowing Sex Change’s sheep to feel safe 
again. 

Two Dicks – Killer had these and forgot to bring 
them. He had to have a drink. 

Chunda and Flower – charged by Sex Change 
for leaving lost property behind at Sex 
Change’s after the AGPU. 

Grub Shirt – Overproof had this but was missing 
in action. 

Chunda – charged by Little Squirt for having 
his clothes line too low and causing Little 
Squirt to clothes line himself. This was 
reversed though as Little Squirt was the only 
one that could reach the clothes line with his 
head. 

The Bone – Chunda has this and decided to 
keep it for another week. 

Bitta Relief – charged by FIGJAM for 
something about not being able to turn a torch 
on. 

The Walking Stick – Sex Change had this and 
gave it to Tail as she has a long walk back to 
Lightening Ridge to return a key. 

Tight Arse – charged by Rabbi for kicking over 
the GM’s hat. As he was also wearing a hat in 
the circle, Little Squirt had to join him for also 
wearing a hat in the circle. 

 

Bitta Relief – charged by Why Not for getting 
lost on the way to Hash and ending up at the 
golden arches of McDonalds instead. 

 



Tail - charged by Jake the Peg for forgetting to 
return the key for the toilet at Lightening Ridge 
and driving back to Brisbane with it. 

 

Sex Change told a joke this week, it was on 
par with Ten Fingers efforts. 

 

 
 

Next Week’s run – Run No. 2397 - 22 Apr 24. 
Hare: Heart Starter & Overproof 
Location: 33 Aquarius Street, Kallangur 
 
This week’s Hash Mash: Chilli Beef and sausage infused with pasta and chocolate cake for dessert. 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 

 The limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required. 

 No complaining about the Hash booze unless prepared to volunteer for 
the Hash booze job. 

 27th July 24 – Fire and Ice – a flyer will come out shortly 

 

 ENSURE YOU SEE B1 AND PUT YOUR NAME DOWN TO HARE A RUN. 

 

 





 





 


